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Abstract / As newspapers move toward web platforms, journalists struggle with their authorita-
tive role in society. A documentation of policy development for commenting on news articles,
this research considers these reader-content areas as places of boundary work for the
journalist–audience relationship in interactive news environments. This ethnographic examination
demonstrated significant internal conflict among both journalists and readers. The ‘traditionalists’
– those who want to maintain a hierarchal relationship between journalists and audiences – clashed
with the ‘convergers’ – those who felt users should be given more freedoms within the news site.
The resulting policy privileged journalism by relegating reader input to specific, structured spaces.
But for the first time, audiences participated in that policy development, asserting their own textual
privilege according to a value system apart from journalistic norms. The result was a grand identity
complex for the news profession characterized by interrupted information flow patterns and
diffused power over knowledge. Institutional hierarchies for policymaking and execution are
 radically changing.
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In a strategy session at a small online news operation, an editorial staffer asks the bosses
about the comments policy for readers, igniting a 30-minute conversation that ranges
from legal liabilities to democratic deliberation to newsroom resources. An online editor
describes the four different software programs implementing four different comment
policies for the organization – a result of a general uncertainty among management about
what role the organization should play in reader spaces. A reporter admits he sometimes
won’t read the comments, so disheartened can he be with their venom. Another suggests
that he reads them but refuses to respond, except privately. A manager insists that regis-
tration will turn away people. An editor wonders aloud if ‘decent’ conversation is possible
in these spaces – editorial oversight or not. Nobody in that meeting suggests getting rid
of the comments, but the questions linger: Are they part of the journalism? Should
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reporters take part, perhaps even lead, that discussion? If people do not identify them-
selves, is the information exchanged there still credible? Does name-calling reflect poorly
on the brand? Can these comments be monetized in some way? Would moderating the
discussion create fewer or more liability vulnerabilities? If newsroom staffers have to
increase monitoring, what other tasks will suffer? The meeting ends with no decision or
direction for that editor, and few answers to the questions.

That discussion took place at the end of 2008 in a small newsroom in transition from
a printed newspaper to a daily online product. As newspapers move toward mixed web-
print or total web platforms, journalists struggle with their authoritative role in society in
the interactive environment. The previous conversation, which came about during a nine-
month long ethnography of this newsroom, exemplifies a grand confusion in the industry
about who has ultimate textual privilege and the role that audiences should play in online
news sites. Documenting the policy development for reader commenting on journalism,
this research considers user-generated content areas within news websites as places of
boundary work for the journalist–audience relationship.

This ethnographic examination demonstrated significant internal conflict within both
journalists and readers. The ‘traditionalists’ – those who want to maintain a hierarchal
relationship between journalists and audiences – clashed with the ‘convergers’ – those
who felt users should be given more freedoms within the news site. Nevertheless, all
these journalists still relied on traditional journalist conventions to agree on what consti-
tuted a ‘good’ comment. The resulting policy privileged journalism (and the brands) by
relegating reader input to specific, structured spaces.

Yet evidence showed that audience members were tapped to actively participate in
a newsroom’s internal policy development. These users’ comments to journalists indicated
that they wanted to conduct their own boundary work in these spaces, asserting their
textual privilege according to a value system apart from journalistic norms. The result was
a grand identity complex for the news profession, now characterized by
interrupted –information flow patterns and diffused power over societal knowledge. This
evidence, derived from discussions in formal meetings, informal newsroom talk and
external exchanges with audiences, showed that the hitherto well-entrenched institu-
tional hierarchies for policymaking and execution in these newsrooms may be radically
changing.

Newsroom Considerations of Audience Interactivity

Interactivity is defined as the ability to manipulate or otherwise modify someone else’s
content or to add new content as an audience member (Downes and McMillan, 2000;
Steur, 1992). For years, about the only form of interactivity within the news product
consisted of letters to the editors in newspapers, and only a handful of letters received
ever made the cut for publication. Some scholarship has shown that editors choose the
letters based on their relevance, brevity, entertainment and authority on topics that the
newspaper had already established as being important (Jorgensen, 2002; Lemert and
Larkin, 1979). These letters were the only direct link between journalists and members
of the public within the news product, and scholars found that they influenced editorial
writing, tended to affirm journalistic authority and reinforced community values (Lule,
1992; Pritchard and Berkowitz, 1991; Reader and Moist, 2008).
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News organizations have been slow to embrace audience interactivity online. In part
this hesitancy resulted from resistance to the ‘notion that [publishers] should be in the
business of letting people other than themselves ‘publish’ news’ (Outing, 1998). But
slowly, editors came around, if only to protect their investments and ‘hedge’ the new
online world (Boczkowski, 2005). By the early 2000s, both journalists and scholars had
begun suggesting that interactive features could ‘save’ journalism by making news more
relevant and significant for people, by establishing a new ‘watchdog’ to supplement
shrinking news staffs, by creating brand loyalty, and by encouraging many-to-many, un-
boundaried, asynchronous discussions (Bowman and Willis, 2003; Cooper, 2006; Deuze,
1999; Gillmor, 2004; Hall, 2001; Pavlik, 2001; Seib, 2002).

Poster (2001) posited that internet attributes, such as interactivity, force publishing
companies to recognize the consumer as a central component in production and incor-
porate a paradigm of interactivity into policies. Certainly, by 2000 editors had been using
blogs to bring readers into the newsroom and make them feel less like a ‘them’ and more
like a ‘we’ (Wellman, 2001). The resulting conversation in these journalist and citizen
blogs ‘do seem to touch the sphere of journalism’ (Domingo and Heinonen, 2008: 12)
and sometimes threatened journalism (Cooper, 2006). Opportunities for counter framing
within the very institution of the press could challenge news organizations’ entrenched
norms, practices, and standards, Cooper (2006) noted.

All that might be moot when one considers that other research has suggested that
a ‘strong inertia’ stemming from traditional journalistic norms prevents true interactive
exchange (such as between journalists and audiences) from taking place in online forums
(Deuze et al., 2004; Domingo, 2007; Domingo et al., 2008; O’Sullivan and Heinon, 2008).
Although journalists are adopting digital tools in practice, they use them only to maintain
‘old’ values in traditional ways (O’Sullivan and Heinon, 2008). The ‘myth’ of interactivity
(Domingo, 2007) accounts for lots of talk about reader relationship building, but not
much actual policy work that exercises it. This needs to change if publishers want stronger
ties to audiences because of the technological ability to interact (Haythornthwaite,
2006: 139).

Newsroom Online Policy Development

Few scholars have examined the actual goals of new sites’ comments sections or the
development of the policies that shape those spaces. Many scholars have looked at what
news production practices mean for journalism’s societal role. Meltzer (2009) demon-
strated that the policies of media companies regarding financial compensation, market-
ing, and other practices articulate an assumed privilege on the part of journalists. Singer
(2005) and Robinson (2006) both noted that journalists craft online policies that normal-
ize the implementation of new technologies and promote traditional conditions to buoy
journalistic authority.

In particular, Boczkowski (2005) conducted several ethnographies of digital news-
rooms, tracking policy development as newspapers were just beginning their transi-
tions. Calling the changes ‘evolutionary’, he asserted that the traditional routines,
standards, and other cultural components of a particular newsroom dictate the
company’s policies and, ultimately, the product consumption – even with the adoption
of a ‘revolutionary’ technology. The MIT scholar also insisted that the ‘perception’ of
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newsroom policy makers mattered more ‘than what users were in fact doing’ (2005: 45).
Too many scholars, he wrote, focus too narrowly on the technological attribute of inter-
activity, without  consideration for the entrenched processes that made those features
operational.

And yet remember social theorist Anthony Giddens’ contention (1979) that societal
institutions (like the news media) are shaped and perpetuated by all who come in contact
with their power – not merely the production workers:

It is an essential emphasis of the ideas developed here that institutions do not just work ‘behind the
backs’ of the social actors who produce and reproduce them. Every competent member of every
society knows a great deal about the institutions of that society: such knowledge is not incidental
to the operation of society but is necessarily involved in it. (Giddens, 1979: 71).

If this is true, then each and every member of the offline newsroom has agency in the
formation of the comment policy – and so do any online contributors.

Certainly the implementation of those policies has broad implications for the public.
Research has shown that the policy of the online community regarding comments affects
how willing people are to participate in it, as well how significant that participation is
(Hurrell, 2005; Wise et al., 2006). This research has shown that communal engagement
improves when there is formal guidance on the part of ‘an assertive moderator who helps
participants to make the leap from personal frames to more collective ones and who
establishes norms related to respect and diversity of ideas’ (Carlin et al., 2005: 633).
Formal administration of an online community (typically on the part of some governing
institution) can help the members attain a sense of authority over the content. In addition,
institutional moderators can also serve as guides for people in constructing their online
identity, at least for that particular forum. (Jordan, 2005). Light and Rogers (1999) looked
at newsroom forums and found that both online commenters and journalists who moder-
ated the conversations preferred the ‘traditional journalist–contributor relationship’ that
had been established in the offline world. However, this study was conducted in the late
1990s, before the digital culture had taken hold and well before journalists had settled
on policies for these spaces.

I wanted to explore all this by tracking the development of one newsroom’s
comments’ policy and interviewing the journalists from other newsrooms that have made
similar transitions. My research questions were:

1 How do journalists consider comments on their website?
2 What values, norms, standards and assumptions went into commenting policies’

development? What kinds of implementation dynamics affected the policy (such as
technology, labor, newsroom hierarchies and so on)?

3 Finally, what does this policy development indicate about the shifting relationship
between journalists and their publics?

To answer these questions, I engaged in an ethnography with a local news organization
that is in transition from the production of a daily news product to an online product.
This follows the work of Boczkowski who spent time in a handful of newsrooms to trace
production practices during digital transformations in the late 1990s (Boczkowski,
2005). He wrote: ‘analyzing the practices that enact these transformations will help us
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understand how they occur, as well as the consequences they may have for the media
industry and the society in which it exists’ (2005: 5). Ethnographic methodology makes
sense when a researcher wants to look narrowly and deeply at a particular practice, to
understand all the complexities, influences and effects of the particular phenomenon as
it unfolds within a specific economic, political, cultural and social context. The technique
generally combines intense observation and a variety of interviewing (Denzin and Lincoln,
2008), and has been used to great success to understand newsroom practices
(Boczkowski, 2005; Friedland and Willey, 2003; Gans, 1978, 1999).

In all, I spent six, 40-hour weeks over the course of nine months in the newsroom.1

I conducted 32 formal interviews (and dozens of more casual ones) with editors and
reporters, and tracked the comments policy development as it emerged in memos,
 documents, newsroom conversations and meetings.

I supplemented the ethnography with five in-depth interviews with other journal-
ists at print news organizations undergoing similar change: three of these people had
spearheaded digital convergence at large news organizations (one on the east coast,
one national, and one on the west coast), and two were in the process of heading up
 transitions from print to online in 2008 and 2009 (one on the east coast and one in
the mid-west). These semi-structured interviews lasted about an hour each, and touched
on how these comments policies developed and evolved, what factors influenced the
decisions, and the implementation strategies and policy results. All those interviewed
were promised anonymity. Their quotations within the text are distinguished and
 attributed within the narrative, rather than as references, in order to protect their
identity.

Finally, in December 2008, the observed newsroom brought external voices into the
discussion about the commenting policy by holding an hour-long, live-blog discussion
with online readers about their consideration of commenting spaces. This convenience
sample consisted of 250 people who registered and signed onto the blog during this
hour. Though their names and identities could not be verified, the technical director
assured me that the participants were all active contributors to the site’s forums and repre-
sented a good sample of that particular organization’s online contributors. The average
registered user at this site tended to be under 35, well educated and earning more than
$75,000.2 This blog alone represented 50 pages of fascinating exchange between
 journalists and their readers about the news organizations’ commenting policy. From my
perspective, the event served not only as data collection for this research, but also as clear
evidence that the status quo of hierarchical decision-making about internal policies was
disintegrating. Blog comments are also not cited, except within the narrative by the
person’s online ‘handle’ or pseudonym, because offering the URL would reveal the
identity of the newsroom.

In all, roughly 400 pages of interview transcripts, comments, newsroom observations,
and memos resulted from this research. All of this was analyzed using grounded theory
and the open, axial, selective coding of Strauss and Corbin (1998). The material was read
through once to distinguish themes and categories that would serve as the components
of the responses to the three research question areas. Then, I read through the data a
second time, performing the axial coding and finding threads within the categories that
would serve as overall themes. Finally, a third analysis – selective coding – turned the
analysis into a discourse study, which notes patterns according to a larger understanding
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of journalism, particularly the emerging relationship between news organizations and
their audiences.

Traditionalists vs. Convergers

The comments policy at all the newsrooms underwent several evolutions, typically
dictated by competition, new employees – and new mindsets – and available technology.
Consider the timeline of my ethnography’s commenting policy development (Figure 1).
First launched in 1995, the site did not offer interactive options to users until 2003
because no one could decide how best to operate the feature; either technologically,
journalistically or organizationally. But competitive considerations forced the newsroom
to implement something, and so site forums were created – off to the side of the online
‘news’ pages.

The first policy formed shortly thereafter and was characterized only by an online
submissions form, since the company lacked the necessary technology to register people.
But by 2004, the editors determined that they needed to have both registration and a
dedicated moderator for the forums (spurred by both branding considerations and liabil-
ity issues). The conversation in these sites was getting ‘out of hand’, said one editor in
the observed newsroom. What followed, however, was a series of splinter policies, as
editors with different philosophies and access to different technologies established new
features. Comments on stories, for example, came about in May 2006; these spaces
required no registration so as to encourage immediate response without cumbersome
bureaucracy. By 2009, the time this study was conducted, four policies (and technol ogies)
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governed these sections of the site – a different one each for the home page (a part-
nered venture), forums, the entertainment product and the general news articles. One
editor, when asked about these four approaches, said that each represented an evolu-
tion in thought about the notion of audience interaction, with the most recent policy (for
entertainment) being by far the most digitally sophisticated, with ratings per comment.
Similarly, another newsroom that converged in late 2005 followed the same pattern,
according to an online director at that time. She said in a 2009 interview:

Previous to that, a common approach was the letters-to-the-editor model, where people would send
in their comment via email, and the editors would cherry pick them, after verifying them (since people
had to supply their name and phone number). The rationale to move has to do with the technol-
ogy becoming ready for rollout, the organization ready to embrace a community instead of the
editing model, and a realization that the public was ready for this – not to mention the editors were
looking for something less time intensive.

From the start of my time in the newsroom, it quickly became clear that there were
vastly different philosophies about the ideal journalist–audience relationship, as
governed by this commenting policy. Age, newsroom experience and familiarity with
digital technology (or at least, digital culture) seemed to be one common divider –
although this was not always the case. Those who had been at the paper for several
years or more tended to be in their 40s and 50s and adopted a ‘traditionalist’ approach
to all things online. A ‘traditionalist’ believed that journalists held a somewhat superior
position in society as an authoritative figure and that news organizations’ web pages
needed to reflect that  institutional responsibility. Those who had been hired more
recently, or had had online experience in their personal life, tended to be younger, in
their 20s and 30s. These people could be described as ‘convergers’, who wanted the
editors to do away with registration requirements and who were willing to interact with
readers in the forums.

These categorical distinctions held true for readers as well, with about half of those
responding to the live blog comparing comments pages to letters to the editor and the
other half advocating free rein in comment spaces. Furthermore, not everyone could be
considered a strict ‘traditionalist’ or ‘converger’; this research also showed that the
tension between these two philosophies often played out within individuals as well, as
loyalty to the journalistic community and the organization’s brand sparred with an appre-
ciation for audience expectations in this digital culture. Despite the internal conflict within
both of these communities, stark differences emerged between journalists and their
online contributors regarding generally held values for these spaces; see Figure 2.

For journalists, offline standards shape the internal policies for the new world. Even
those reporters who had committed to the rules of the digital culture still believed that
journalists had an obligation to monitor the spaces and to connect the feature to the
brand. Meanwhile, audience contributors framed their discussion about commenting
as a democratic right and assumed a textual privilege that was not supported by
publishers.

I will consider all these values further in the ensuing sections, which address the
research questions posed earlier. A discussion and conclusion will synthesize the evidence
and provide some theoretical fodder for future research.
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Considerations of Comments

When asked directly: ‘How do you consider these spaces for comments on your website?’
journalists – both traditionalists and convergers alike – answered: as a community-
building and engagement tool, as a place to help people connect, as conversation about
the news story or news topic, as a product feature with monetizing potential, as a source
of information, and as a way to extend the story. ‘They are a place where we can have
a deeper relationship with our readers’, said one editor of a small paper that was then
going completely digital; ‘It is a great way to build a community life of thoughtful people’.
Journalists (both ‘traditionalists’ and ‘convergers’) emphasized the traditional community
relationship, and viewed the commenting spaces as a mechanism to fulfill the socially
responsible mission set forth in the early 1900s (see, for example, the Hutchins Commis-
sion: ‘The media should serve as a forum for the exchange of comment and criticism’,
Commission on the Freedom of the Press, 1947). As this editor at the observed newsroom
said:

The role of journalism is not to be self-contained. It has always been to help lead people to infor-
mation. Philosophically, one of my catchphrases for the opinion section has always been to think of
it as a town square, a place where ideas emerge and grow and clash. Practically, if you get people
interacting with you they develop relationships with you.

So, editors theorized, the organization should develop a policy that encouraged people
to interact:

They write and that gets other people to write and you connect people and then they come back
and create stickiness on the site . . . so there is a marketing reason to do this as well . . . If you let
people leave your site, you are going to lose hits and undermine your advertising potential.

Here we can see that this journalist at the observed newsroom adopts a converger
attitude to satisfy traditionalist motivations. Every consideration of these spaces held by
journalists always came down to the protection of the news organization brand and their
own journalistic authority with the community, as well as a consideration of the resources
it takes to run that ‘town square’, as this online director from a national news
 organization said:
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Journalist Values

Journalist control
Rule following

On-topic discussion
Civility

Volume (and clicks)

Audience Values

Freedom
Hierarchy (ratings)

Respect
Credibility

Transparency
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If we go to the expense and trouble of reporting from Baghdad, and we have a story coming out
of there . . . we do not just want that story to kick off the conversation and then let it evaporate.
We want to capture the reactions. We want people commenting on it and adding value to it and
giving the story a longer life.

Note here that the consideration seems to be not so much about community building as
it is about ‘capturing’ reactions, and co-opting them for the benefit of the product.
Nonetheless, note also how this online director refers to the ‘conversation’ (as opposed
to ‘journalism’), and acknowledges that the news article is only the beginning of the ‘life’
of the journalism.

Getting reporters to buy into the concept of journalism as a process, though, was
difficult. Reporters did not always seem to value those commenting spaces for what they
meant to their publics. Only a third of those reporters interviewed in the observed
newsroom said that they even read the comments on their stories. Reporters noted the
quantity of comments, using the numbers as a way to gauge their story’s worth to the
community. In the observed newsroom, every time one reporter would write something
he thought to be a ‘scoop’, he would present the story to the online staff with a
comment: ‘the comments are gonna go crazy on this one’, and then he would religiously
monitor the comments. Another, after conducting a live blog with readers, proudly
boasted, ‘Did you see? Did you see? We had 100 per cent stay more than a minute!’
Indeed, in the newsroom of the ethnography, I observed that comments quickly became
a commodity of competition for reporters – for all reporters, not just the traditionalists.
Reporters were especially proud when the discussion entailed a (positive) evaluation of
the journalism, said one ‘traditionalist’ reporter in the observed newsroom:

My hope would be a high level of reasoned discussion following the story from which you could
draw such things as . . . whether or not the story was complete or non-biased . . . And it would be
nice if someone would praise the story.

The best comments, according to these journalists, were ones that entailed a discus-
sion of the journalism, or that allowed the reporter to make use of the new content as
a source of information. Reporters of both traditionalist and converger philosophy used
the information in the comments as new leads for stories. One young reporter, a
‘converger’, liked to review the comments to improve the next story. Editors saw the
comments as a chance to add content, such as hyperlinks, or to ‘repair’ impressions and
fix inaccuracies – all to extend the journalism. This kind of consideration emphasized the
part of these contributions as a journalistic tool, rather than as a community-building
exercise.

Indeed, the tension between old-world considerations and new-world realities could
be seen in the statements versus the actions of top managers. Every manager interviewed
stressed the desire to encourage staff to participate in these spaces, but few actually did
so in a formal way.3 One major reason reporters declined to engage in these spaces was
because they were not sure whether they would get into trouble (i.e. whether their
commenting would be construed by supervisors and sources as tarnishing their objectiv-
ity). And although editors occasionally pulled comments and sent them to the reporter
to suggest follow-up stories or comment engagement, some reporters got more of this
kind of feedback than others. Said one online editor in the observed newsroom:
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Reporters should be on there (in the forums), definitely. Sometimes I forward them stuff, especially
[name of Reporter] – me and her are buds. If someone asks a question I know she can answer, I let
her know. I don’t do that all the time or with everyone.

The reporter mentioned here was one of the ‘convergers’: 25 years old, a blogger before
she took this job, someone trained in multiple modes of storytelling as an undergraduate,
and a regular responder to readers on her own stories’ comments.

The result of these nuances in the newsroom was that ‘convergers’ were developing
different relationships with readers from those of ‘traditionalists’. ‘Traditionalists’ ques-
tioned why it was that comments online did not undergo the same rigorous assessment
before publication as letters to the editor. One editor at the observed newsroom referred
to the forums as the ‘wild west’, which did not do justice to the brand. One night editor
at the observed newsroom pasted a headline from the news satire publication, The Onion,
onto the desktop: ‘Local idiot to post comment online’. ‘Convergers’ just as adamantly
argued that the spaces adhered to digital cultural standards – that is, no real names, less
registration, less moderation and more engagement by journalists in these spaces. It
should be noted that every converger interviewed not only read the comments but often
responded to them, either on the site or privately in an email.

And yet, when the reality of the sections sometimes meant rants, obscenities or other
ill-articulated discussion, all the journalists took that as an affront to their journalistic
pride, and started to demand more journalistic standards for these spaces, suggesting
that the comments should not be attached to their stories at all. For both ‘traditionalists’
and ‘convergers’, a ‘good’ comment entailed one that obeyed the policy rules (i.e. no
ranting or trash talk), stayed on topic (introduced and framed by the news article), praised
the original journalism, confirmed the facts in that story, and informed other readers by
adding new information.

Still, all were resigned to the fact that the new digital culture mandated a change in
their relationships with audiences – whether they wanted it or not: ‘Most importantly it
is the expectation that this is not just a push medium anymore. It is all about interactivity’,
said an editor of a small national news organization that did not yet have comments on
stories but which was frantically trying to figure out a policy as it made the transition
from a daily to an online-only product.

Implementation Dynamics

What form these policies should take highlighted the tensions between wanting to honor
traditionalist paradigmatic practices of the industry, while recognizing evolved audience
expectations for real convergence. These were not easy decisions. Indeed, a number of
implementation dynamics affected how these comments policies evolved, including:
workflow patterns and job responsibilities, branding considerations, journalistic traditions,
and available technology and technical expertise.

Exactly how to accomplish more commenting – and thus harness any advertising
potential – was not intuitive to these editors. Registration, for example, meant demo-
graphic information for advertisers, but allowing anonymous posts might garner more
commenting, which would mean more page hits and more dollars per advertisement.
Anonymity meant less credibility, civility and sincerity – not good for the brand – but
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requiring real identities would most certainly curtail the commenting. Conversation in
these spaces needed to remain ‘on-topic’, approved by editors and governed by the initial
news story (thus always keeping the focus on the original journalism), but the reality was
that conversation threads constantly tended to drift into tangents.

The way these policies had to be enacted changed existing workload and traditional
newsroom roles, including new job responsibilities for journalists and a new chain of
command for editorial decision-making. For example, with 24/7 rolling deadlines, night
editors became reporters. One night during my ethnography, an editor noticed that
people in the comments section were referring to a different faulty well than the one
mentioned in the story. He called the city’s public utility supervisor and had the informa-
tion corrected in the story within the hour. Other responsibilities included going through
all the text (both articles and comments) for hyperlink possibilities. One online editor
suggested that the main function of these spaces was also to provide follow-up informa-
tion to supplement the discussion, responding to the direction of the particular comment
thread.

And then there was the constant moderation – a significant labor drain. The moder-
ation policy for the observed newsroom meant that about 15 per cent of the 300–500
comments per eight-hour shift needed to be deleted, prompting one editor to remark
that ‘the smallest part of my job takes up the most time’. Another editor at the observed
newsroom reported feeling nervous about less stringent moderation of comments: ‘I have
a feeling I delete fewer than any of the others, because I will see stuff that [name of
editor] has deleted and I think, “shoot!!! Should I be deleting that?”‘ This editor came
down on the side of conservative deletion, in part because the editor wanted to adhere
to a universal standard. These journalists reported a general dissatisfaction with the work
as well, discounting comments moderation as journalism.

A number of new ‘reporters’ – at least from a labor perspective – had the opportu-
nity to interact, subtract from, add to, and otherwise modify the story in a significant
manner. The result of this was that the story was rarely ‘finished’ in any sense, once it
left the reporters’ queues. ‘Feedback’ from the public and participation on the part of
reporters inevitably turned the news story into a continuous one. After one editor in the
observed newsroom enthused about the ability to extend the life of a news story via
comments spaces (i.e. extract more mileage out of a reporter’s work), he noted wryly:
‘but it does make one think: At what point are these stories ever then finished?’ An un -
finished story reflected an unfulfilled job responsibility, which might explain some of the
reluctance on the part of reporters to even read the comments.

Again, here we see the struggles of a newsroom trying to move from a print-based,
traditional journalistic culture into an organization reflecting digital convergence prac-
tices. All these new job responsibilities were put in place to maintain the status quo of
traditional standards. Editors added hyperlinks, monitored comments and followed up
comments with an aim of keeping control over the story. In these interviews, journalists
never suggested that an ‘unfinished’ story could be finished by audiences. At the same
time, the idea of implementing a ‘ratings’ system in comments – where users self-
moderate – gathered support as the reality of labor constraints hit. But the ratings system
also entailed editorial oversight. For example, in the observed newsroom, the most recent
and sophisticated comments policy involved ratings on comments, but editors had a
parallel rating system by which they picked the ‘best’ comments and promoted them.
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It should also be noted that, generally, those people who actually had to monitor
the policy were rarely consulted for their opinion about the policy, indicating that a
 hierarchy of decision-making remained entrenched. Those with the power to make many
of the decisions tended to be ‘traditionalists’ concerned with standards associated with
the print-product brand and marketing. According to one editor in the observed
newsroom:

We all know that comments are good. It is the opportunity to get feedback from the public, and it
is also good for page views. I am an old school person who thinks we need to generate as many
page views as possible.

At meetings in the observed newsroom, only one of the four people who monitor
comments was invited to the several policy forums on commenting. Instead, an impor-
tant new figure in the newsroom commanded a new role in policymaking – the techni-
cian. In interviews, technological considerations such as available programs and CMS
compatibility were named as the deciding factor for policy implementation. For example,
one editor at the observed newsroom said that they did not initially require registration
on reader comments, simply because the newsrooms’ content management system
lacked that feature. Thus, those who were in the know about the technology achieved
a new level of authority in the newsroom.

In the observed newsroom, the technical director – who did not identify as a jour-
nalist – planned and organized the meetings about the comments policy. It was he who
suggested that staff conduct a live blog with readers about the comments policy in
December 2008, and then established the date and time, organized participation among
senior editors and staff, and implemented the blog with full buy-in from everyone. His
counsel was sought at every turn in the policy development. All of this is important to
note because this indicated a breakdown in the entrenched hierarchy of newsroom
decision-making. Not only did this mean that someone in a mid-level pay grade was
acting as a boss in all but title and formal job description, but an outsider with no training
and only a couple of months in the newsroom was influencing policy. In addition, his
‘converger’ philosophy allowed the introduction of audiences into the internal policy
development. Because he was trained in an open-source environment, this employee was
not stymied by industry assumptions about authority.

All this is to say: the development of comments policies always related back to the
news organization’s view of its own staff, limitations and brand consideration, as well as
a shifting understanding of what (and who) is powerful in this new environment.

Relationship with the Public

The ‘converger’ mentality demanded that news sites offer interactive spaces for audience
input, and top editors reported the desire to develop a personal relationship with each
reader, as opposed to a mass audience. The spaces for comments and forums were places
for that work to take place. But the policies’ development reflected traditionalist
 considerations of a hierarchal journalist–audience relationship. Consider the following
quotation from one editor, who helped to implement one of the early commenting
policies at the observed newsroom:
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I would argue that for a community institution like the [news company], there ought to be bound-
aries in the forum and on the comments, so that there is a certain level of civility, of discussion that
exemplifies what we are trying to do here.

This framing – heard in many of these interviews – suggests that editors view these spaces
as a playroom for audience members, with editors as the parents who must formulate
and exercise the rules for the participants’ own good. Thus, the resulting policy for the
newsrooms tended to incorporate: mandated registration, word restrictions, detailed
guidelines regarding content (must be on-topic, must not contain obscenities) and some
level of moderation. Journalists at the observed newsroom blocked commenting on more
controversial stories all together.

And yet those editors interviewed indicated that several of the newsrooms had
directly engaged readers about that policy development – via email solicitations, online
surveys, website Q&As, with editors and at least one live blog. This involvement of
 audiences in the decision-making process provides some evidence of the scholarly
summation that online technologies could serve as a catalyst for decentralizing and redis-
tributing authorial power over societal knowledge. During these queries, journalists
learned that readers also seemed to fit into one or other of the ‘traditionalist’ or
‘converger’ camps, and were similarly conflicted about their relationship with journalism
and journalists.

In late 2008, the observed newsroom asked readers in a live blog what kinds of
commenting spaces they desired. These journalists learned that some wanted journalis-
tic moderation and involvement (or indeed, the elimination entirely of comments on
stories), while others insisted that reporters stay out of these spaces. Several contributors
approved of having reporters present in the forums, especially when they used the
 conversation there to change their journalism. Indeed, they viewed these spaces as a place
to be heard: ‘I don’t comment because I usually don’t know if the questions I have about
the article would ever be responded to’. Here ‘Julia’ indicated that not only did she desire
reporter interaction, but she refused to participate until she had that response. Several
of the readers suggested that the standard relationship between reader and journalist
needed to be honored, with journalists the more authoritative: ‘I hate that you post them
at the bottom of the article. As though they are as credible as the article itself’. ‘Mary’
privileged journalists’ words over her own.

Overall, however, the online contributors considered commenting spaces very differ-
ently from journalists. Their value system for the spaces was characterized by an exercise
of free speech, a desire for transparency, a call for mutual respect and some kind of
self-moderating system to judge comment worth within the community. Two-thirds of
those responding to the live blog thought that comments became an asset to any story.
Three-quarters of respondents thought there should be comments at the bottom of the
articles, while 60 percent wanted a rating system (such as a thumbs-up or thumbs-
down for each comment).4 Users reported that they used these spaces to contradict the
news story, play ‘devil’s advocate’, connect with other readers, have their own space
and learn:

I don’t make the mistake of thinking the commenters are as qualified or authoritative on topics as
the reporting done by [News] journalist, and I don’t think the public at large does either. [But] I some-
times learn as much from posted comments as I do from the article that prompted them. What I
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learn is often more a reflection on the posters than the subject that was reported on. And it sure
can be entertaining.

Here we see this reader carving out for audiences a user-generated feature within the
news site that values the entertaining and educational function of user words. He
 encouraged journalists to consider the postings as valuable.

Commenters wrote in the live blog that they also see this space as a way to develop
their own dialogue about issues. Said one person, with the username ‘hobbie’, about a
local issue involving the emergency call center: ‘Things like the 911 center. Talking about
how bad it is in an article about a muder [sic] downtown can make the comments section
take a whole new direction’. Indeed, several of those contributing to this session consid-
ered the comments themselves as approaching journalism: ‘Are we moving to a place and
time where comments are content? And, if so, what does that mean for news orgs’ respon-
sibilities toward such content?’ Here, blog participant ‘Steve’ challenged the news organ-
ization to own the user-generated content, to consider it as something that fell within the
boundaries of journalism. These commenters were thus privileging the words of users.

The technology enabled a righteous feeling in these users, who believed in free
speech, no matter who ‘owned’ the space. ‘hobbie’ wrote this comment:

Making people register won’t change how they feel about the topic, right or left winged, extreme
or not. They’ll still post whatever they want. Registering could force disenfranchisement of some
posts, making them unwilling to post.

By using the word ‘disenfranchisement’, ‘hobbie’ connected the spaces of commentary
with American privilege, and argued that mandatory registration infringed on that right
to freedom of expression. These contributors enjoyed the sometimes crass, anything-goes
exchange that peppered some online discussion; indeed, some of them implied that they
engaged in such talk precisely because they feel as if they own this space and want to
prove it. Consider this exchange between a live-blog participant and an online editor at
the observed newsroom:

I see some tender flower . . . deleted my comment?!? Perhaps he got his panties in a twist because
I called these wacko leftists ‘morons’ Gotta love that free speech . . . seriously, they are taking that
away too! (Johnny)

To which the moderator from the news organization responded:

Yes, I am the ‘tender flower’ that deleted your comment.
From our rules of posting: If you call someone an idiot, loser, moron or anything else in that vein,

your post gets deleted. As with profanity, if you can’t say it without using a personal attack, then it
probably doesn’t need to be said.

Here we can see the journalist reminding the readers about the rules, admonishing the
people playing in these spaces, reminding them that they do not, in fact, own the space
or hold any rights to it. The moderator reiterated – and re-established – that top-down
relationship with readers.

After the December 2008 live blog with readers, the news organization hoped to
merge all four of its comments policies into one. But by spring 2009, no action had been
taken on that policy change. In part this was because of internal events that reflected
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industry economic woes, and in part it was because decisions that involved technology
were often delayed in an organizational system where every action depended upon
someone else’s action, which depended on someone else’s decision. And finally, the
 indecision also had to do with the main editors’ uncertainty about what should happen.
In the following comment from the editor in charge of coming up with the new policy,
we can see the tension between old and new values, the conflict between this editor’s
‘traditional’ side and her ‘converger’ side:

My hopes for it is that there would be a much more intelligent level of dialogue . . . and although
I continue to agree with the folks that we should not require registration, I am moving in the direc-
tion of moving comments to another page and maybe having us pull out the five best and having
those be under the story. And then, if you want to see the whole range of comments, you have to
click through. I realize that this is us controlling the free flow of information on the web, but readers
who feel that earnestly about the comments seem really upset at the jerks who weigh in just to be
inflammatory. They are just not contributing helpfully.

In other words, the news site would remove comments from under the stories to an
audience-specific site, and the journalists would remain the overseers of any rating
system. Only those comments that adhered to the journalistic value system would be
 privileged in the journalistic space (i.e. under the news article). Furthermore, this editor
placed the responsibility for that change with the ‘jerks’ and chose to remind the
researcher of the traditionalist contributors, like the live blog poster ‘Mary’, who believed
audience contribution was of lesser value than reporter work.

In March 2009, the editors sent around a memo:

I hope all of you regularly read the comments on your stories. You should not hesitate to weigh in
yourself in response to a reader’s question or to clarify a point. Please always identify yourself honestly
when you do so. Readers should know they can communicate directly with you. Do not make a
comment or go into the forums under an assumed name to slam a reader, stir up a discussion or
for any other reason. This is simply a matter of integrity. If it were to be exposed that you are lurking
in the comments or forums under an assumed identity, the validity of your work as a journalist could
rightly be questioned.

Here, the editors clearly define these spaces in terms of the journalistic institution, reject-
ing the web cultural standard of anonymity, for example. Their role in these spaces is to
‘clarify’ a point and to moderate the discussion, rather than to take part in a conversa-
tion.5 In addition, the editor links any online commenting with offline journalistic
 reputation.

Discussion

For the last half a century, ‘traditionalists’ dominated the upper echelons of the newsroom
hierarchies, and thus, for the first decade of online work, the press concentrated on
enhanced journalistic product rather than on spaces for audiences. Even the letters to the
editor were chosen based on the standards of journalists and reflected the agenda already
set by the newspaper to adhere to existing community values. Every letter had to be
attached to a verifiable name, offer something substantive, and comply with strict length,
grammatical and other institutional policy (Jorgensen, 2002). This research demonstrated
that this mentality has persisted, as journalists developed new policies allowing user-
generated content.
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The overriding values for journalists in these online venues were based on offline,
traditional newspaper norms and values. Like selected letters to the editor, ‘good’
comments did not stray from the agenda established by the news organization and re -
inforced the journalism itself. Journalists commoditized the comments as a gauge of their
stories’ value. They sought technology that would allow moderation according to topic,
as much as for profanity. During policy development in these newsrooms, much talk
centered around creating a separate web page for news story comments – an off-to-the-
side, reader-dedicated space that would border the ‘real’ journalism (a bit like the  editorial
page of a newspaper). Any information gleaned from the discussion thread was verified
independently before being used to inform a news article. ‘Traditionalists’ viewed
comments as another job duty and feared that they would undermine the integrity of
the journalism on the page. As a result, many reporters refused to even look at the
comments, in an act of defiance. In ignoring their existence, reporters could symbolically
annihilate the interloper of the citizen contributor. Such parameters helped the journalists
from feeling threatened by user-generated content; rather the presence of readers in such
structured spaces signified the endurance and popularity of the brand and represented
a source of information for more journalistic work.

But this evidence also revealed a slow philosophical shifting among journalists in the
newsroom and audiences about the role of news organizations online. Journalists and
their readers were recognizing the chance for commenting spaces to redefine the
industry’s role as community builder, and not just a community facilitator. In these realms,
a number of new ‘builders’ emerged: technical directors, moderators, night editors and
contributors all took on journalistic roles, while readers used the spaces to add to the
story or to take the conversation in a completely new direction. The audience–journalist
relationship was being recast in an opportunistic manner (from marketing assets to
sources), with audiences themselves complicit in the ongoing renegotiations.

The research demonstrated the ways in which the news profession’s identity complex
was playing out. Many of the most significant policy developments occurred as the news-
rooms were hiring younger people with more digital experience; I called them the
‘convergers’ in this article. These newest reporters tended to have the most emphatic
voices in meetings where comments policies were being discussed. ‘I feel very strongly’,
said one 20-something reporter in a staff meeting of the observed newsroom during late
2008, ‘that people not be made to register. That’s going to kill comments.’ For ‘converg-
ers’, the idea of an ‘unfinished’ story was not a labor issue and did not signal a threat
to their journalism. Instead, convergers viewed audience interactivity as a journalistic
responsibility assumed in the digital age.

All of this was best exemplified in the live blog that journalists in the observed newsroom
held with readers about the comments policy in late 2008. The blog became a meta-
 conversation – a deliberation about deliberation – that revealed many of the tensions in
the newsroom regarding the shifting nature of the journalist–audience  relationship, and
served as evidence of the newsroom’s institutional restructuring. It  illustrated not only the
internal conflict between people’s traditionalist and converger sides, but also the more
macro differences in commenting considerations between  journalists and audiences.

Ultimately, the comments’ areas were considered a place to exercise both new and
old relationships. For reporters, these people reached the level of ‘sources’ and ‘fact-
checkers’. For readers, these spaces were a chance to ‘talk back’ and change the
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 direction of the journalist-initiated dialogue. Both groups wanted a commenting policy
that established and maintained their own textual authority.

Interestingly, the live blog with readers also represented a site where the internal
institutional power structure opened slightly. Organized by a technical director (as
opposed to a journalist), the blog proved to be evidence that people formally shut out
of internal policy development of news products now had a (virtual) seat at the table. In
some ways, this seemed to indicate that Domingo’s (2007) ‘myth of interactivity’ might
be giving way to a real exchange. And it certainly demonstrated a startling willingness
to empower audiences and other outsiders in the shaping of industry norms.

Conclusion

It should be noted that all these observations and interviews were recorded during the
industry’s identity complex, a backdrop of strife and confusion when owners, publishers
and editors were looking to the web as a vehicle to redefine themselves for new economic
climates and audience expectations. I see these online spaces within the confines of the
news organization as a site of struggle for maintaining journalistic authority: Who are
we? What is our role in this new environment? The process of building this policy
 represented an exploration of the tension inherent in the reconfiguration of the
reporter–audience relationship. This ethnography and in-depth interviews showed how
journalists are conflicted about the evolution of their role. Even as they make concessions
to digital culture, they strive to recast their authority in new ways via comments policies.
Newsrooms drew from offline notions of journalistic boundaries by not only implement-
ing restrictive commenting policies but also virtually bordering their ‘journalism’ by
 dedicating separate spaces for audiences.

Nonetheless, this particular research puzzle illustrates a fundamental change in the
infrastructure of news production, which is moving from a hierarchal, centralized, one-
to-many, unidirectional information flow to something more distributed, decentralized,
poly-directional, many-to-many, pattern. Who was once the purveyor of information
dissemination is now the facilitator of information exchange – at least in these spaces.
‘When distributed construction initiatives happen within traditional media operations,
they result in the co-existence of diverse organizational forms’ (Boczkowski, 2005: 165).
In this data, we can see a multiplicity of philosophies operating in these spaces, mirroring
the industry turmoil and identity battles.
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Notes
1 I tried my best to remain an impartial observer in this newsroom, demurring when asked my opinion

and staying out of discussion as much as possible.
2 These data came from the news organization’s marketing department.
3 An editor in my observed newsroom ended up sending out a memo in March 2009, after I had asked

whether anything formal had been drafted regarding commenting policies.
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4 These numbers came from an online poll conducted during the live blog that had about 250 readers
responding, as discussed in the methods section.

5 As of July 2009, the observed newsroom was poised to implement a new content management system
that would make uniform all commenting policy, using a reader–editor rating system.
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